A New Biomarker for Ovarian Cancer

HE4 is available in the United States for use as an aid in monitoring recurrence or progressive disease in patients with epithelial ovarian cancer.

- 75% of patient samples with no change in HE4 value correlated with no progression of disease
- 60% of patient samples with a positive change in HE4 value correlated with disease progression
- HE4 should be used in conjunction with other clinical methods to determine disease status

Coming soon... the only multi-constituent control containing the novel bio-marker HE4 for improved performance and accuracy.

For more information visit: www.taketherightpath.com
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THE IMPACT OF BIOMARKERS ON THE DIAGNOSIS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Dr. John Trojanowski

In this study, we review progress by the Penn Biomarker Core in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) toward developing a pathological cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and plasma biomarker signature for mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD) as well as a biomarker profile that predicts conversion of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and/or normal control subjects to AD. The Penn Biomarker Core also collaborated with other ADNI Cores to integrate data across ADNI to temporally order changes in clinical measures, imaging data, and chemical biomarkers that serve as mileposts and predictors of the conversion of normal control to MCI as well as MCI to AD, and the progression of AD. Initial CSF studies by the ADNI Biomarker Core revealed a pathological CSF biomarker signature of AD defined by the combination of Ab1-42 and total tau (T-tau) that effectively delineates mild AD in the large multisite prospective clinical investigation conducted in ADNI. This signature appears to predict conversion from MCI to AD. Data fusion efforts across ADNI Cores generated a model for the temporal ordering of AD biomarkers which suggests that Ab amyloid biomarkers become abnormal first, followed by changes in neurodegenerative biomarkers (CSF tau, F-18 fluorodeoxy-glucose-positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging) with the onset of clinical symptoms. The timing of these changes varies in individual patients due to genetic and environmental factors that increase or decrease an individual’s resilience in response to progressive accumulations of AD pathologies. Further studies in ADNI will refine this model and render the biomarkers studied in ADNI more applicable to routine diagnosis and to clinical trials of disease modifying therapies.


THE CHANGING AND CHALLENGING HEALTHCARE LANDSCAPE
Dr. Gail Wilensky

With the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, all providers of services to people receiving coverage from Medicare and Medicaid can expect to be affected—both in the near term and over time. These changes include smaller updates in payment, greater demand for services, more scrutiny on quality and medical appropriateness, and greater attention to fraud. More dramatic changes may occur if some of the pilots included in the legislation are widely adopted—pilots that involve the bundling of payments across providers during a given episode of illness or that incentivize more cooperative behavior between physicians and hospitals. Whatever the specific changes that result, greater accountability and greater emphasis on value are likely to be a part of our collective future.


HUMAN INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS DERIVED FROM EPISOMAL VECTORS
Dr. James Thomson

Human Embryonic Stem (ES) cell lines are capable of unlimited undifferentiated proliferation and yet maintain the ability to contribute to advanced derivatives of all three embryonic germ layers. Human induced pluripotent (iPS) cells share these defining characteristics of human ES cells, but are derived from somatic cells, not from early embryos. Our initial screens identified four factors (Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, Lin28) as sufficient to reprogram human fibroblasts to iPS cells. A limitation of this initial work was the use of lentiviral vectors to introduce the reprogramming factors, as these vectors integrate into the genome leaving the transgene present, potentially disrupting endogenous genes. More recently we have described methods for deriving human iPS cells with episomal vectors that do not require integration of the reprogramming transgenes into the genome. This talk will discuss the derivation and properties of human iPS cells, the challenges facing the use of human pluripotent stem cells in transplantation therapies, and will describe the use of these cells in drug discovery, toxicity testing, and modeling human genetic diseases.

**WEDNESDAY, JULY 22 • 8:45 am – 10:45 am**

**INFLAMMATION, hsCRP, AND CARDIOVASCULAR PREVENTION: A PARADIGM SHIFT**  
Dr. Paul Ridker

In the recently completed Justification for Use of Statins in Prevention: An Intervention Trial Evaluating Rosuvastatin (JUPITER) trial, which was conducted with 17,802 primary-prevention patients with LDL cholesterol concentrations <3.37 mmol/L (<130 mg/dL) and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP) concentrations 2 mg/L, random allocation to treatment with 20 mg rosuvastatin was associated with a 54% reduction in the incidence of myocardial infarction, a 48% reduction in stroke, a 47% reduction in the need for angioplasty or bypass surgery, a 43% reduction in venous thrombosis, and a 20% reduction in all-cause mortality. These effects were consistent in all of the evaluated subgroups, including among women as well as men, among minority populations, at all levels of Framingham risk, and among those with and without metabolic syndrome. Within the JUPITER trial, as had previously been shown in high-risk patients with acute coronary ischemia and among those with stable coronary disease, the clinical benefits of statin therapy compared with placebo were greatest among patients who reduced not only their LDL cholesterol concentration but also their hsCRP value. On the basis of these data, an advisory panel to the US Food and Drug Administration recently voted in favor of expanding the labeling for statin therapy to include those with low LDL cholesterol and increased hsCRP. Furthermore, 2009 guidelines from the Canadian Cardiovascular Society—the first national guidelines to appear since publication of the JUPITER trial data—now explicitly endorse hsCRP screening among “intermediate risk” patients, including those with low LDL cholesterol concentrations (3). The concept that low-LDL, high-hsCRP patients are at a higher than anticipated vascular risk and thus good candidates for statin therapy has also recently been confirmed in the multiethnic Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, in which patients with low LDL cholesterol values but high hsCRP concentrations had a substantially higher vascular risk than those with low values for both LDL cholesterol and hsCRP, despite both groups having identical Framingham risk scores. These data are almost identical to those reported in the Air Force/Texas Coronary Atherosclerosis Prevention Study (AFCAPS/TexasCAPS) trial, in which lovastatin was highly effective at reducing cardiovascular event rates among patients with LDL cholesterol concentrations <3.89 mmol/L (<150 mg/dL) and hsCRP concentrations >2 mg/L, but showed no clinical benefit among those with LDL cholesterol values ≥3.89 mmol/L (<150 mg/dL) and lower hsCRP concentrations, despite a substantial reduction in LDL cholesterol. While these studies establish the clinical utility of hsCRP in practice, ongoing and future work will directly test the inflammatory hypothesis of atherosclerosis.

**Come Prepared:** Ridker P. Statin Therapy for Low-LDL, High-hsCRP Patients: From JUPITER to CORONA. *Clinical Chemistry* 2010;56:505-507.

**THURSDAY, JULY 29 • 12:30 pm – 2:00 pm**

**SYSTEMS MEDICINE, TRANSFORMING TECHNOLOGIES AND THE EMERGENCE OF P4 MEDICINE: PREDICTIVE, PERSONALIZED, PREVENTIVE AND PARTICIPATORY**  
Dr. Leroy Hood

The challenge for biology in the 21st century is to view it as an informational science. This view leads to the conclusion that biological information is captured, mined, integrated and finally executed by biological networks. Hence the challenge in understanding biological complexity is that of deciphering the operation of dynamic biological networks across the three time scales of life—evolution, development and physiological responses. Systems approaches to biology are focused on delineating and deciphering dynamic biological networks. I will outline the contemporary state of systems biology and then focus on its application to disease. In particular I will discuss in detail a model system we have studied—prion disease in mice. This systems approach provides a powerful new approach to understanding disease mechanisms—and suggests new strategies for diagnosis and therapy. I will discuss in some detail our systems approach to blood diagnostics. Then I will focus on a series of emerging technologies that will transform the landscape of medicine—next generation DNA sequencing, new approaches to protein analysis, mathematical tools will transform medicine over the next 5-20 years from its currently reactive state to a mode that is predictive, personalized, preventive and participatory (P4 medicine). P4 medicine will alter the commercial landscape of healthcare (companies at every strata will have to rewrite their business plans) and it will lead to a dramatic reduction eventually in the cost of healthcare—to the point that we will be able to export P4 medicine to the developing world and, indeed, it will become the very foundation of global medicine. This should lead to a universal democratization of healthcare that was unthinkable even a few years ago.

An Extraordinary Output of Scientific Papers Reports the Critical Importance of Nova’s Technology Breakthrough in Glucose Sensors

23 Publications in 18 Months Validates Clinical Importance of Improved Accuracy

Published studies by leading hospitals throughout the world, including the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia, report that Nova StatStrip has dramatically reduced hematocrit interference and eliminated other interferences including maltose. The studies were conducted in a broad variety of critical care settings including ICU, Dialysis, NICU, OR, ED, and Tertiary Care.

The studies validate StatStrip’s lab-like accuracy and freedom from interference for bedside glucose testing. The patented new four well StatStrip technology consistently outperforms existing glucose meters in correlation to laboratory reference methods and elimination of common interferences. Current technology glucose monitors do not correct for these interferences and can cause erroneous glucose results, inappropriate insulin dosing and undetected or iatrogenic hypoglycemia.

One study from the UK concludes “The new generation StatStrip glucose meter, which has been designed to compensate for hematocrit and chemical interferences, reduces the likelihood of erroneous results arising from interference factors that influence current conventional glucose meters.”

Copies of the Publications and Presentations booklet are available by contacting Nova Biomedical
Tel: 800-458-5813  781-894-0800
www.novastripglu.com
AB SCIEX offers the most comprehensive portfolio of pre-configured methods and software, a reputation for the most reliable LC/MS/MS systems available, and the most comprehensive service and support organization in the industry. All designed to get you up and running faster and generating quality results.

AB SCIEX QTRAP® 5500, the most sensitive LC/MS/MS system for trace level quantification of steroids, 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D and other analytes requiring low levels of detection.

Solutions for Clinical Research from the Leader in LC/MS/MS Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapeutic Drug Monitoring</th>
<th>Steroids</th>
<th>Clinical Toxicology</th>
<th>Catecholamines and many more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inborn Errors of Metabolism</td>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>Amino Acids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

©2010. AB SCIEX. For Research Use Only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures. The trademarks mentioned herein are the property of AB Sciex Pte. Ltd. or their respective owners. AB SCIEX™ is being used under license.
HuCAL® Custom Monoclonals – the perfect antibody match for your antigen!

Accelerate your immunoassay development with HuCAL® Antibody Technologies

- Highly sensitive Fab antibodies with exquisite specificity in just 8 weeks!
- Fully human Igs for use as calibrators and controls (IgA, IgE, IgG, or IgM)
- Sandwich pairs 
  
  de novo
  
  or a matching partner for an existing antibody

Learn more:
Join the AACC OEM lecture in room 213B on Tuesday 27th July, 10:00 AM

Visit us at
AACC Booth #613

www.abdserotec.com/OEM
Your trusted OEM partner
Using **serology** to test for *H. pylori* is **no better than a coin toss.**

“… in a community with an *H. pylori* prevalence of less than ~20%,
as is the case in much of the United States…
a positive (antibody) test is **no better than a coin toss**
in predicting the presence of active infection.

In low prevalence populations, **antibody tests should be avoided altogether.**

Positive results should be confirmed with a test that identifies active infection, such as the UBT.”

---

**Fact:** Serology is not accurate enough for use in routine clinical practice.¹

**Fact:** Because serology cannot distinguish between active and passive infection, it cannot be used as a test for eradication.²

**Fact:** The ¹³C urea breath test (UBT) is recommended by both the AGA and ACG.¹,³

**Fact:** The UBT is the most reliable non-endoscopic test to document eradication of *H. pylori* infection.¹

---

Despite the evidence, serologic testing is still used by the majority of physician practices. There is a better way: BreathTek® UBT. It is easy for your staff to administer, convenient for your patients and widely available as either a laboratory or in-office test.

BreathTek UBT is also covered by Medicare and most insurance providers using the following codes*: 83014 drug administration, and 83013 *Helicobacter pylori* breath test analysis for urease activity, non-radioactive isotope.

---

**Brief Summary**

**Intended Use:**
The BreathTek™ UBT Collection Kit is intended for use in the qualitative detection of urease associated with *Helicobacter pylori* in the human stomach and as an aid in the initial diagnosis and post-treatment monitoring of *H. pylori* infection in adult patients. The test may be used for monitoring treatment if used at least 4 weeks following completion of therapy. For these purposes, the system utilizes an Infrared Spectrophotometer for the measurement of the ratio of ¹³CO₂ to ¹²CO₂ in breath samples. For administration by health care professionals. To be administered under a physician’s supervision.

**Warnings and Precautions:**
1. For in vitro diagnostic use only. The Pranactin®-Citric drug solution is taken orally as part of the diagnostic procedure.
2. Phenylketonurics: Contains Phenylalanine (one of the protein components of Aspartame), 84 mg per dosage unit. (For reference, 12 ounces of typical diet cola soft drinks contain approximately 80 mg of Phenylalanine.)
3. A negative result does not rule out the possibility of *Helicobacter pylori* infection. False negative results do occur with this procedure. If clinical signs are suggestive of *H. pylori* infection, retest with a new sample or an alternative method.
4. Antimicrobials, proton pump inhibitors, and bismuth preparations are known to suppress *H. pylori*. Ingestion of these within 2 weeks prior to performing the BreathTek UBT may give false negative results.
5. A false positive test may occur due to urease associated with other gastric spiral organisms observed in humans such as *Helicobacter heilmannii*.
6. Premature POST-DOSE breath collection time can lead to a false negative diagnosis for a patient with a marginally positive BreathTek UBT result.
7. A false positive test could occur in patients who have achlorhydria.
8. If particulate matter is visible in the reconstituted Pranactin®-Citric solution after thorough mixing, the solution should not be used.

**Limitations:**
1. The BreathTek UBT should not be used until 4 weeks or more after the end of treatment for the eradication of *H. pylori* as earlier post-treatment assessment may give false negative results.
2. The performance characteristics for persons under the age of 18 have not been established for this test.
3. The specimen integrity of breath samples and reference gases stored in breath bags under ambient conditions has not been determined beyond 7 days.
4. A correlation between the number of *H. pylori* organisms in the stomach and the BreathTek UBT result has not been established.
5. The predicate device (Meretek UBT®) was standardized in asymptomatic healthy volunteers and subsequently validated in clinical trials limited to patients with documented duodenal ulcer disease.
The 12th Asian-Pacific Congress of Clinical Biochemistry

October 3rd ~ 7th, 2010  COEX, Seoul, Korea

‘Challenges in Future Diagnostics’

We cordially invite you to the APCCB 2010 at the venue of G20 Summit.

Please visit www.apccb2010.org today for advanced registration benefit.

APCCB 2010 Secretariat
PEOPLE-X, Inc. 1F Haeoreum Bldg., 748-5 Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 133-925, Korea
Tel: +82-2-566-5920, 5950  Fax: +82-2-566-6087  E-mail: seoul@apccb2010.org  www.apccb2010.org
From large scale laboratories,

...to bedside patient care,
Randox has you covered.

The Evidence series of analyzers provides complete laboratory solutions to a wide range of settings. We know how important fast, reliable diagnosis is to you and that’s why we continue to develop revolutionary diagnostic solutions of unbeatable quality.

Our dedication to Research & Development is continually improving not only our diagnostic analyzers, but also looks towards the world’s need for effective diagnosis. With ever increasing prevalence of infectious diseases, cardiovascular disease and cancer, our Biochip Arrays are key to providing early diagnosis in order to save lives - and the menu is growing bigger and bigger.

Our former list of biochip arrays remains unchanged
• Cytokines & Growth Factors • Cerebral • Metabolic • Adhesion Molecules • Cardiac
• Thyroid • Drugs of Abuse • Fertility • Tumour Monitoring • Colorectal Cancer SNP Array

Our new list now includes
• STI and STI Pathogen Arrays • Respiratory Pathogen Array
• Endocrine Array • Synthetic Steroids Array • Metabolic Array

LAUNCHING IN JULY
The latest fully automated Random Access Multiplex testing platform.
Visit Randox on Booth # 6800 at AACC Clinical Lab Expo to witness the future of Multiplex testing.
Antinuclear Antibody Screening: Issues and Answers

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 ~ 2:00-3:30 pm Eastern U.S. Time

The antinuclear antibody (ANA) test is the mainstay for screening for a number of autoimmune disorders, which affect approximately 13-22 million people in the US. The immunofluorescence (IF) ANA Assay has long been considered the gold standard for the detection of ANAs. This method uses cell lines, in particular HEp-2 cells, which contain approximately 100 to 150 autoantigens and can provide both a pattern and a titer to assist in diagnosis.

In recent years, enzyme immunoassays (EIA) and solid phase multiplex immunoassays have been introduced for ANA screening. These assays can process specimens more quickly and at less cost than the traditional IF technique. However, they are less sensitive for some conditions because they can detect only specific autoantibodies that are directed against autoantigens included in the assay. Further, the composition of the EIA and multiplex assays varies from as few as 8-12 antigens to a much larger number when extracts from HEp-2 cells and/or chromatin material is included.

The decision as to which of the tests to use to screen patient serum for the presence of autoantibodies is highly controversial. This program will provide both the laboratory’s and the rheumatologist’s perspective on the pros and cons of different methodologies used to screen for ANAs. Key components of each technology will be reviewed, including false positives and false negatives. Strategies to overcome these limitations and improve screening, diagnosis and test result communications will be discussed.

Attend and you will know:
• Why the American College of Rheumatologists considers the immunofluorescence ANA assay to be the gold standard for ANA screening
• The importance of standardization of ANA laboratory testing and results
• How to compare the different methodologies currently available
• How to evaluate which testing method is best for your lab
• What to include with your ANA test results to ensure proper test interpretation

The Experts:
David Keren, MD, Medical Director, Warde Medical Laboratory, Ann Arbor, MI
Donald Bloch, MD, Associate Physician, Massachusetts General Hospital, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
John L. Carey, MD, Vice Chair, Clinical Pathology, Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI

Target Audience: Laboratory administrators, directors, and managers; pathologists; rheumatologists, and IVD professionals involved in immunoassay testing.

This program is accredited for 1.5 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ and 1.5 ACCENT® credit hours.

Invite your rheumatologist colleagues to attend! Register today!

TO REGISTER
Go to www.aacc.org and under “Upcoming Events,” select this webinar. Then, click “Register” to register online or print a registration form.
See what we see.

At Phadia, we see things differently. Since we invented specific IgE blood testing more than 40 years ago, our perspective has offered a new outlook for patients with rhinitis, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, celiac disease, and many other challenging conditions. We are driven to equip laboratories and clinicians with the best possible assays for allergic and autoimmune diseases.

For cutting-edge testing technologies for allergic and autoimmune diseases...

Look no further than Phadia.
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An approved assay for the direct measurement of renin
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- Intra-assay CVs: < 5%
- Inter-assay CVs: 10%

An alternative to Plasma Renin Activity (PRA)
- Standardized measurement of renin concentrations
- Less affected by angiotensin sample variations

Rapid results
- One step protocol
- 3hr at room temperature

For more information:
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iva@cisbio.com
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Thermo Scientific LC/MS offers solutions for immunosuppressants, vitamin D, endogenous steroids, medical drugs of abuse, and more in clinical research.
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Email clinicallycurrent@thermo.com to learn more.
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The science of knowing shapes the art of living.
Vitamin D ELISA

Finally: Simple & precise Vitamin D status analysis

25-OH Vitamin D direct ELISA

- Ready for automation
- Hands-on-Time: 45 minutes
- Ready-to-use reagents
- Excellent sensitivity
- Excellent recovery

Excellent accuracy!